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RAND appreciates your interest in the Bayesian Improved Surname, and Geocoding (BISG)/ 
Modified Bayesian Improved First Name, Surname, and Geocoding (mBIFSG) Methodology. 
We are constantly looking for ways to improve our code and documentation and welcome 
feedback from users.  
 
Please contact our team at BISGsupport@rand.org with any feedback—especially if you 
identify any unexpected issues when implementing the BISG/mBIFSG SAS code. Our team 
is committed to disseminating new code and documentation to the user community 
whenever updates are available. 

 
What this zip file contains: 
 
1) SAS programs to impute race/ethnicity using the BISG/mBIFSG algorithms, plus programs to calibrate 
the results. 
2) supporting macros used in this process. 
3) supporting datasets used in this process. 
 
These are described in order: 
 
1) SAS programs 
 
 
SAS programs listed in the order they should be run. 
 
1) 01_bisg_algorithm.sas  
 
This is the main SAS program that implements the BISG and mBIFSG algorithms, and it is really the only 
program necessary to implement these algorithms. The program generates two vectors of six elements, 
with each element containing the probability that an individual would self-report being Black, White, 
Hispanic, Asian/Pacific Islander (API), American Indian/Alaska Native (AI/AN), or Multiracial.  The vectors 
have the prefixes ‘BISG’ and ‘BIFSG’. The BISG* vector contains the surname-geography based 
estimates, and the BIFSG* vector contains estimates based on first name, surname, and geography. Each 
vector (BISG*, BIFSG*) sums to 1 within a person. The program always outputs the BISG* vector and 
additionally outputs the BIFSG* vector if the user indicates that their input dataset contains first name 
information (see below). 
 
How to use this program: The BISG program assumes you are starting with a flat, person-level file 
containing, at a minimum,  
 



- surname  
- first name (if the user has first name information) 
- census block group 
- a unique person-level ID   
 

The census block group should have been previously attached to the input dataset if it was not part of 
the original data. Note that we have not provided computer code to attach census block group because 
the ESRI/GIS software we use for this is proprietary.  If you do not have access to the ESRI geocoding 
software, SAS provides PROC GEOCODE (untested by RAND), which provides similar capability.                        
 
The block group variable must take the form of a 12-character string:                
Characters 1-5 = state/county, characters 6-11 = census tract, character 12 = census block group          
This variable should have as much of the FIPS code as is available for each case. If no geocoded 
information is available for a case, this variable should be blank. 
 
There are several macro variables at the top of this program that need to be modified to reflect the 
specific input data.  These are described below and are documented by the in-line comments in the 
program. 
 
MACRO variables used in this program:                                                    
                                                                                          
1) OBS - set the number of records read from the input dataset.  Use a small number such     
      as 10000 when setting up a run and testing; set to MAX for a full run               
                                                                                          
2) USE_FIRST_NAMES - set this to YES if your dataset included first names, otherwise          
   set this to NO.  The FNAME macro variable below needs to be assigned when this         
   is set to YES                                                                          
                                                                                          
3) ID: Person-level identifier on the input dataset.                                         
                                                                                          
4) DSORIG:  Name of person-level input dataset with name and census block group.                                      
   This dataset should reside in the directory pointed to by INDATA.                      
                                                                                          
5) DSOUT: Name of the person-level output dataset, including racial/ethnic probabilities      
                                                                                          
6) LNAME: variable in the input dataset that contains last name.             
                                                                                          
7) FNAME: variable in the input dataset that contains first name.              
   If USE_FIRST_NAMES is set to YES, then this variable needs to be defined.               
   If USE_FIRST_NAME is set to NO, then leave this variable blank or comment it out.       
                                                                                          
8) BLKGRP: The 12-digit FIPS code in the dataset, including block group.  This should have   
   been attached to the input dataset by the geocoding process, if it was not            
   part of the original data.                                                             
   Note that this variable has to take the form of a 12-character string.                 
                                                                                          
9) CENSUS_YEAR: points to the 2000 (00), 2010, (10), or 2020 (20) census file containing     
   race/ethnicity counts by block group.  The default is 10, and this should NOT be changed since only the       



   2010 census files are included at this time.  This will change in future releases.     
 
 
Structure of ouput file with imputed race/ethnicity. 
 
Note: The BISG/mBIFSG algorithms produce a file where each record has vector of races - American 
Indian/Alaska Native, Asian/Pacific Islander, Black, Hispanic, Multiracial, and White that contain the 
probability that the individual would self-report each of the categories (these are the BISG* and BIFSG* 
variables).  A typical record might look like this: 
 
BISGaian  BISGapi  BISGblack  BISGhisp  BISGmulti  BISGwhite 
.1        .1       .2         .5        .05        .05  

 
 
The technical problem posed by this structure is, how to use this vector as a class variable in a SAS table 
statement.  One solution is to turn the file into a tall skinny format, outputting records at the person-
race level.  After reformatting, the file will look like this: 
 
aian  .1 
api   .1 
black .2 
hisp  5. 
multi .05 
white .05 

 
This can then be tabulated using race as a class variable and summing up the probabilities (or using 
them as a weight which gives the same answer). Below is an example of SAS code to perform this 
transformation: 
 
data tallandskinny; 
   set imputed_file; 
 
   /* BIFSG calibrated array */ 
   array bifsg (6) 
      BIFSGaian 
      BIFSGapi 
      BIFSGblack 
      BIFSGhisp 
      BIFSGmulti 
      BIFSGwhite 
       
   ; 
   /* write out BIFSG calibrated vector */ 
   do i=1 to 6; 
      re_stub = i; 
      re_shr  = bifsg[i]; 
      output; 
   end; 
run; 
  
 

After this, re_stub can be used as a class variable, and re_shr can be used as a var or weight.   
 
   proc freq data= tallandskinny; 
      weight re_shr; 
      table re_stub / missing; 
   run; 

 
or, alternatively 



 
   proc tabulate data=tallandskinny missing; 
      class re_stub; 
      var re_shr; 
     
      table (re_stub="" all), 
               re_shr="N"*sum                =""*f=comma10.0 
               re_shr="%"*pctsum<re_stub all>=""*f=comma10.2 
      ; 

   run; 
 
 
Note that  the 01_bisg_algorithm.sas program can take a considerable amount of time to execute. 
 
Dependencies: this program uses two macros: %namecls2 and %surnamecor2, which are included with 
the SAS programs. 
 
2)  02_bisg_check.sas 
 
Program to generate post imputation diagnostic tables.  This code can be modified by the user to 
produce additional diagnostics.  This program assumes that the input dataset contains at least some  
observations who self-report race/ethnicity.  If this is not the case, then the user is advised to develop 
an alternative method to evaluate the results of the imputation. 
 
Self-reported race-ethnicity data must be in a numeric variable named ‘RE’. Users can set levels within 
the code.  Default levels are: 
 
1=WHITE 
2=BLACK 
3=HISP 
4=API 
5=AIAN 
6=MULTI 
 
Cases with unknown race/ethnicity have the RE variable set to missing.  Note that self-reported 
race/ethnicity is not required for the main imputation program (01_bisg_algorithm.sas). 
 
 
 
3) 03_calibration.sas 
 
This program runs a proc logistic to create a calibration of the imputed results.  It starts with the output 
of 01_bisg_algorithm.sas containing the uncalibrated results, and adds a calibrated *_c probability 
vector of race/ethnicity shares.  At the conclusion of the calibration step, the calibrated results are 
merged back to the input dataset.  The calibration methodology requires that a subset of the 
respondents on the initial input file have self-reported race/ethnicity.  If this is not the case, then this 
calibration method cannot be run. Note that this program is set up to calibrate BIFSG* probabilities; if 
needed, the user can modify it to calibrate BISG* probabilities instead of or in addition to BIFSG* 
probabilities. 
 
 



4) 04_calibrate_check.sas 
 
This program generates a range of diagnostic statistics regarding the calibration process by calculating c-
statistics comparing uncalibrated and calibrated probability vectors against self-reported values. This 
requires that a subset of the respondents on the initial input file have self-reported race/ethnicity.  If 
this is not the case, then this calibration method does not work. 
   
 
2) Supporting macros. 
 
The program 01_bisg_algorithm.sas uses two macros to clean names                                                              : 
                                                                                         
1) NAMECLN is the main macro to clean surnames                                             
                                                                                         
2)  SURNAMECOR2 is a macro called within NAMECLN2, and is responsible for performing       
 various corrections to surnames.             
 
3) Supporting datasets.                                            
 
There are several Census files used by the BISG algorithm:             
                                                                                  
1) national - County level dataset with county names and fips code.           
                                                                                  
2) new_race_counts_cen10 - 2010 census block group data with race/ethnicity          
   shares by block group.                                              
                                                                                  
3) new_race_counts_tract_cen10 - 2010 census tract-level data with race/ethnicity  shares by tract.                                                      
                                                                                  
4) new_race_counts_total = 2010 census national level counts.                   
                                                                                  
5) surname_yes_2010_final2 = ethnicity shares for people who match to the census surname list.                                    
                                                                                  
6) surname_no_2010_final2 = default ethnicity shares for people who do not           
   match to the census surname list. n=1.                                         
                                                                                  
7) tzioumisfirstnamesarchived - Tzioumis first dataset.   
                      


